Type 1 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects
Scan of Type 1 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects

- Sub-surface Rounded Indication, Possible 5mm Hole w/Teflon Pad
- Sub-surface Rectangular Indication of Unknown Origin
- Sub-surface Indication of Unknown Origin, Possible Dis-bond and/or Disrupted Area of Repair due to Pressurization
Type 2 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects
Scan of Type 2 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects

Ch B - Evisive NDT file - 06-22-2005 10:30:04
C:\Evisive Data\AEA Pipe Repair Test\AEA Pipe Repair Banded Wrap 1000.evd
AEA Pipe Repair Banded Wrap Non Contact

- Sub-surface Indication, Possible Flow Path of Liquid During Pressurization
- Sub-surface Indication of Unknown origin
- Sub-surface Indication, Possible Flow Path of Liquid During Pressurization
- Sub-surface Indication, Likely Dis-bonded Region of Repair As a Result of Pressurization
Type 2 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects
Scan of Type 2 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects

Ch B - Evasive NDT file - 06-23-2005 04:21:30
C:\Evasive Data\AEA Pipe Repair Test\AEA Pipe Repair IMG 2000.evd
AEA Pipe Repair IMG 2 190 SO NC

Sub-surface Indication, Likely Repair Dis-bond
Sub-surface Indication, Likely Repair Disruption and Disbond Due to Pressurization
Sub-surface Rounded Indication, Possible 5mm Hole with Teflon Cover
Type 3 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects
Scan of Type 3 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects
Scan of Type 3 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects

Off-Normal Criss-Cross Indications, Typical of Fibreglass Roving Weave
Type 4 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects
Scan of Type 4 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects
Type 5 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects
Scan of Type 5 Pipe Over Wrap with Intentional Defects

Ch A - Evisive NDT file - 06-21-2005 09:12:04
C:\Evisive Data\AEA Pipe Repair Tests\AE A Pipe Repair Rust 001.ev d
AEA Pipe Repair Rust Non Contact

- Sub-surface Indication, Possible Pipe Surface Corrosion or Repair Dis-bond
- Sub-surface Indication, Area of Intentional Dis-bond
- Sub-surface Indication, Possible Pipe Surface Corrosion or Repair Dis-bond
Advanced materials require advanced NDE methods.

Let Evisive, Inc. help you push your envelope.